In this note we are concerned with several questions on positive definite functions over a Hausdorff locally compact group. The main result, Theorem A, gives some necessary and sufficient conditions for n * jX to be a positive definite function when fx is a (complex Radon) measure. In particular, fi * p is a positive definite function if and only if ju G L 2 , and Theorem B then follows by giving a complete characterization of functions of the type /*/, where /£ L 2 . Perhaps the most interesting aspect of these results is that they provide further examples of results over a non-abelian, non-compact group, which otherwise are simple consequences (with y, a bounded measure in Theorem A) of the theorems of Plancherel and Bochner.
Unless otherwise specified, all notation and definitions will follow [1;2]. The underlying group will always be G, a Hausdorff locally compact group with identity e, and with left Haar measure dx. Corresponding to each measure fi such that there exists a locally integrable function / satisfying fi = f • dx, we select and fix a function g equal to / locally almost everywhere and define y 0 = g. For each / £ C c , the set of continuous complex-valued functions on G with compact supports, define f by fix) = /(x" 1 ). To extend this definition consistently to measures in such a manner that (ju)° = (ju°)~ locally almost everywhere, we define # as the measure which satisfies #(/) = [/x(A/)]~for each/ Ç C c , where A is the modular function of G (see [2, 4.18.3] Proof. When / G C c , it is easily shown that /* (/x * p) *f is defined and continuous everywhere on G, and that it is immaterial whether the first or last convolution product is performed first.
Since every function in C c and every measure has a ''minimal decomposition" [2, p. 202] in terms of positive functions in C c and positive measures, respectively, it is sufficient to prove the second part of this lemma for / positive and in C Ci and JJL a positive measure.
In the following calculation, the interchanges of the order of integration will always be valid since the corresponding integrand is always positive and continuous; see [2, 4.17.2] . /* (M*P) *J(e) = j dxj f (x) f (xy) dp * fl(y)
(from the definition of the convolution JJL * jl)
(by making the right translation x I -» xy~l in the inner integrand) Thus {ô a * M} possesses a weak limit point in L 2 which must be JU°.
Counterexample. The implication (b) implies (c) is best possible in the sense that we can construct a function,/say, such that/ */is continuous everywhere except at the origin and that /*/ is bounded in the complement of every neighbourhood of the origin, but/ $ L 2 . (However,/ £ L p for 1 ^ £ < 2.)
On the real line, define /: x -> 1/x 1 for 0 < x S 1, and 0 otherwise. Then /*/ is defined and continuous everywhere except at the origin. But it is unbounded in every neighbourhood of the origin since, when 0 < x ^ 1, f*/(*) = /OO/Cy -x)dy
Let ^4 denote the "Fourier algebra" of G defined and discussed by Eymard for each x £ X, Up 2 is strongly convergent to T. 
